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Abstract
The error resulting from volumetric reconstructions of a transiting-model wake through a stationary stereo particle image
velocimetry plane has been investigated. First, reconstruction error was evaluated analytically using two canonical, timedependent flows representative of coherent structures typically found in turbulent wakes. The effects of sampling rate and
structure parameters were investigated in reconstruction of a standing wave as well as a diffusing Lamb–Oseen vortex.
Reconstruction error was found to be dependent on the length and time scales of these coherent structures, as well as the
sampling rate of the measurement system itself. Subsequently, four non-dimensional groups were then identified to define
the reconstruction error of these generalized flows. These non-dimensional groups can be used to assist in the design of
experiments, by means of estimating error associated with reconstruction of transiting wakes. Finally, a transiting delta
wing, travelling at Re = 300,000 , was analyzed in the context of these aforementioned non-dimensional reconstruction
parameters. Unsteady shear-layer interactions were found to incite the largest reconstruction error due to their fast temporal
scales relative to the scanning speed.
Graphic abstract
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Given the renewed interest in measuring the aerodynamic
forces on transiting models, such as for cyclists performed by Spoelstra et al. (2018), it is worth investigating
whether one can potentially reconstruct the larger wake
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structures—with any reasonable accuracy—through a
series of high-speed stereoscopic particle image velocimetry (sPIV) slices. This type of Trefftz-plane reconstruction
technique has been used in the past by Hubel et al. (2009),
who explored the development of live bat wakes in a wind
tunnel. These wake reconstructions provide, at the very
least, convincing wake topologies, but no in-depth analysis of the uncertainty. Reconstructions in towing tanks
are also valuable when examining wake development and
downstream interactions. Scarano et al. (2002) studied a
transiting aircraft model past a stationary PIV setup to
capture the tip-vortex location under take-off conditions
in a large towing-tank facility. However, no attempt was
made to combine the measured planes to reconstruct the
three-dimensional flow field.
The first volumetric reconstruction techniques involved
traversing a laser sheet through a measurement volume
with a single fixed camera. Particle displacements between
scans from tomographic reconstruction of particle locations or through cross-correlation of adjacent planes were
performed. For instance, in the scanning reconstruction of
the starting flow around a cylinder, Brücker (1995) found
two practical limitations of scanning reconstruction techniques: first, the reconstructed volume was limited by the
focal length of the stationary camera. Second, the temporal
resolution was limited by the physical speed of the laser scan
through the measurement volume.
The temporal development relative to the convective
velocity of structures is especially important in stationary
measurement systems that rely on their advection past the
measurement system. Gan et al. (2011) showed that a turbulent vortex ring with a known convective velocity could
be reconstructed using Taylor’s frozen-flux hypothesis as it
transited through a stationary measurement plane. Going
back much further, Zaman and Hussain (1981) found that a
single large-scale coherent structure could be reconstructed
in a turbulent flow utilizing Taylor’s frozen flux hypothesis
assuming the correct centerline velocity. It is understood that
most flows are composed of scales of structures that interact, and thus convect with differing and unknown velocities.
This requires some analysis to determine the applicability of
scanning reconstruction to turbulent wakes in general, particularly those captured at the speed of the transiting body,
i.e. cases restricted by moving objects through stationary
measurement planes.
The reconstruction error of the frozen flux assumption
for wake structures convecting at or near the body velocity
will be investigated in this paper as follows. The practical
application of the measurement system will be presented
first, followed by two analytical models to evaluate the error
of the scanning reconstruction process. Finally, comparisons
of a delta-wing at Re = 300,000, are examined and discussed
in the above context.
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2 Background
The scanning reconstruction of transiting turbulent wakes
takes advantage of the relative motion of wake structures past a stationary measurement system in a quiescent
fluid. To create a volumetric reconstruction of the transiting wake, time-resolved measurements are recorded
as coherent structures pass the stationary measurement
system.

2.1 Volumetric reconstruction of planar
measurements
When the body velocity UM is known (in the x direction),
the surrounding flow-field can be reconstructed from
stitching together the measured velocity on the Trefftz
plane. The transformation in Eq. (1) can be used to change
the time series of velocity ū ∗ captured at the measurement
plane (y, z) to a spatial measurement of the velocity ū in
x, relative to the body-fixed frame of reference through
time t:

ū (x, y, z) = ū ∗ (−tUM , y, z) + UM .

(1)
This reconstruction represents Taylor’s frozen flux
hypothesis and assumes that structures convect at the model
velocity and remain frozen in the wake. Single-transit reconstructions performed in this manner can be compared to an
instantaneous snapshot of the volumetric field. However, the
planar reconstructed field will not be the same as an instantaneous snapshot of the whole field as a consequence of the
structure changing through the scan, ultimately violating
Taylor’s frozen-flux hypothesis. The error induced in this
reconstruction will be discussed further in Sect. 3.

2.2 Time‑averaged reconstruction of ergodic flows
Time-averaged volumetric velocity fields can be resolved
from a transiting wake if two criteria are met. First, the
field must be strongly stationary, such that statistical
properties of the flow do not change through time. Equation (2) below demonstrates a mean-stationary process
where the measured variable u(x, t) converges to the
time average with sufficient integration. Further, the
mean value is independent of the starting point of the
integration:
T

1
ui (x, t)dt.
T→∞ T ∫0

u(x) = lim

(2)

Second, the field must be ergodic so that ensemble
averaged samples converge to the same temporal average
described above.
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The ergodic condition can be useful to reconstruct large
time-averaged measurement volumes, as independent
observations of the field can converge to the time-averaged value. Temporally-resolved measurements will not
rigorously agree with spatial reconstructions conducted
over a finite time, since flow structures will advect and reorient over the said time period. However, the degree of
error depends on the structure of interest, the convective
velocity through the quiescent fluid, and the measurement
sampling rate.
Through the Reynolds decomposition, the instantaneous
velocity field Ui can be broken into two components: a mean
flow U and a fluctuating portion u′ , as shown in Eq. (3)
(Reynolds 1895):

Ui = Ui + ui � .

(3)

Equation (3) demonstrates the decomposition and highlights that stationary processes can uncover the time average
with sufficient measurements. However, reconstruction of
structures that do not obey stationary and ergodic theorems
prove to be challenging. If, for example, the flow statistics
are periodic, then the flow is cyclo-stationary, and the measurement statistics become a function of phase, requiring
knowledge of the phase of the underlying field. For traditional scanning techniques, phase-averaged reconstructions
can be performed by repeatedly sampling through the measurement volume while keeping track of the phase and location of the scan. For time-averaged scanning reconstruction
methods accomplished with the motion of the body the flow
must be strictly stationary as expressed in Eq. (4):

𝜕U
= 0.
𝜕t

(4)

Areas of the flow field such as shear layers or vortex shedding do not obey this stationary assumption and will induce
time-averaged reconstruction errors.

2.3 Time scales of the flow field
Previous scanning reconstruction techniques highlight the
limitations imposed by the temporal development of structures and the scanning rate. In the reconstruction of a starting flow around a short cylinder, the scan time compared to
the time-scale of the largest structures was found to limit
the resolvable features without reconstruction error (Brücker
1995). The temporal development of structures ultimately
limits the resolvable features.
In a structure-fixed frame of reference, and for a stationary measurement system, the advection velocity is the scanning velocity. For resolving structures in the wake of a body
transiting past a stationary measurement system, the relative
scan speed of the wake is fixed to the speed of the body.
Thus, any adjustments to the measurement acquisition rate
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determines the separation between adjacent sheets and the
overall spatial resolution, but cannot in any way increase the
scanning speed. Such a proposed measurement system relies
on the motion of the body to determine the scan speed and
therefore one is unable to capture an instantaneous timeresolved measurements of the passing field due to the finite
velocity of the body.
The reconstruction error must be investigated to determine the efficacy of reconstructions made at the body transit velocity. The expected reconstruction error depends on
the magnitude of velocity fluctuations from the mean field.
Therefore, the expected contribution of error due to these
time-varying flows must be analyzed.
Practical considerations are shown below that demonstrate the applicability of this scanning reconstruction
technique to quasi-stationary flows. In reconstructing a
structure of size 𝜆 and temporal frequency f, some distortion is expected as the structure convects past the stationary
measurement plane. However, the accuracy with which the
structure is reconstructed depends on the relative velocity of
the measurement plane to the structure, the size of the structure, and the time-scale over which the structure is changing.

3 Analytical models to understand
non‑stationary reconstruction error
The proposed analytical models incorporate the length
and time scale of a convecting structure to determine the
expected error of reconstruction techniques, including
parameters related to the measurement system. The developing structure is sampled discretely to understand the importance of sampling rate on wake reconstruction.

3.1 Reconstruction of standing‑wave structure
A standing wave, with physical wavelength 𝜆 and temporal
frequency f, is evaluated at time t and position x with sampling frequency fs:
)
(
2𝜋
xi cos(2𝜋fti ).
y(xi , ti ) = sin
(5)
𝜆
The measurements are discretized by the sampling frequency to simulate the measurement process. Equation
(6) denotes the advancement of a measurement point with
constant relative velocity through the temporally changing
structure:
(6)
The average reconstruction error can be evaluated by
comparing an instantaneous snapshot of the structure, as if
it was reconstructed instantaneously, and the corresponding
reconstructed structure:

xi (ti ) = VRel ti .
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yerr (𝜆, VRel ) =

∑n

sin
i=1
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The numerator in Eq. (7) is composed of two terms. The
first term is a frozen structure, evaluated at discrete locations xi , along its length. The second term represents the
development of the structure at each discrete location and
the temporal development since the beginning of the scan.
The reconstruction error was evaluated over one wavelength of the structure 𝜆 , and averaged to determine the
impact of the relative velocity of the structure, the structure
size, and the temporal development on the average reconstruction error. Two non-dimensional groups were formed,
which depend on the selection of sampling rate fs, and the
parameters of the structure f, VRel , and 𝜆:
f

𝛱1 = fs , 𝛱2 =

Vrel
.
f𝜆

The first non-dimensional group normalizes the measurement sampling rate with respect to the time-scale of the
structure. The second non-dimensional group normalizes
the assumed relative velocity of the structure to the scanning plane with respect to the time and length scales of the
structure.

3.2 Diffusing Lamb–Oseen vortex

𝛱3 = Rer0 =

VRel r0
𝜈
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(10)

and the sampling rate fs was normalized by the structure size
and viscosity to give:

𝛱4 =

fs r0 2
.
𝜈

(11)

The average reconstruction error over the structure was
plotted to determine the expected contribution of the parameters; see Fig. 1.

3.3 Findings
These simple models define the expected reconstruction
errors of coherent structures based on the characteristic
length and time scales. Structures that did not change rapidly
compared to the scan time were reconstructed with minimal
error. For the analytical models, the error is defined as

ErrV
V − Vreconstructed
= true
.
Vmax
Vmax

(12)

Two limitations are demonstrated in both reconstruction
models. First, the sampling frequency and relative velocity
of the structure to the measurement plane limits the resolvable feature size, see Eq. (13). Practical considerations for

A similar analysis was performed on a transiting
Lamb–Oseen vortex. The tangential velocity of the structure v𝜃 was reconstructed as the structure diffuses out. The
structure was parameterized by the initial core radius r0 , the
convective velocity Vrel , and the kinematic viscosity of the
fluid 𝜈:
)
(
−r2
𝛤
1 − e rc (ti )2 .
v𝜃 =
(8)
2𝜋r
In the structure-fixed frame of reference, the distance
from the core r, gives the distribution of circulation 𝛤 , which
dissipates radially according to the core radius rc through
time:
√
rc (ti ) = 4𝜈ti + r0 2 .
(9)
Two non-dimensional groups describe the average reconstruction error of the diffusing Lamb–Oseen vortex. The
structure can be parameterized by the initial core radius r0 ,
the convective velocity Vrel and the viscosity of the fluid.
A structure-based Reynolds number can be defined by the
initial structure size that normalizes the effective viscosity
as follows
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Fig. 1  The average reconstruction error of the standing wave is
dependent on two non-dimensional groups. Structures that convect
past the measurement plane too quickly to be reconstructed are to the
lower right in white. The sampling frequency does not contribute to
the reconstruction error past a critical sampling frequency for a given
structure
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PIV particle displacements coincide with the ability to
resolve the structures convecting through the stationary
measurement plane. Typically, sampling rate is dependent on measurement limitations for PIV particle displacements, which might ultimately limit the system sampling
rate. If the structure convects too quickly past the measurement plane compared to the sampling rate, it will therefore
not be resolved:

𝜆>

VRel
.
fs

(13)
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In summary, the two analytical models represent the
reconstruction errors due to convection of coherent structures (standing wave model), and the error due to mixing and diffusion (Lamb–Oseen model). With estimates
of error due to these two phenomena, preliminary limitations can be imposed on application of this measurement
technique to more complex turbulent flows.

3.4 Application of analytical model to turbulent
flow

Figure 1 demonstrates the reconstruction error in the
standing wave model. After a critical sampling rate is
reached, increasing the sampling rate does not necessarily
decrease the reconstruction error in velocity. From Fig. 1
it can be deduced that if 100 < fs ∕f < 1000 , then the error
is effectively a function of 𝛱2 only.
For the Lamb–Oseen model, the average reconstruction
error is plotted in Fig. 2. The Lamb–Oseen model shows
that for structures diffusing through mixing, the expected
reconstruction error over the tested local Reynolds number
is less than a few percent of the initial maximum tangential
velocity. Moreover, Fig. 2 shows that the average error in
vorticity is greater due to the differential operation necessary to obtain the quantity.

According to these above analytical models, the error in
reconstructing a turbulent wake can be defined if the timescale and length-scale information can be estimated. For
example, a Karman vortex street is composed of vortices
that convect downstream relative to the body at 0.85U∞
(Zhou and Antonia 1992). Assuming the structure size is
on the order of the body diameter, at a Strouhal number of
0.2, the expected average reconstruction error in Fig. 1 is on
the order of the convective velocity of the structures. In this
case, reconstructions of the vortex street as it transits past
a stationary measurement plane induce large errors, even at
the largest length scales of the flow field.
For isotropic turbulence, an estimate of the universal
length scales can be obtained from scaling arguments, for
which the expected reconstruction error can be estimated.
However, large-scale structures on the order of the body size

Fig. 2  a Reconstruction of a transiting Lamb–Oseen vortex is parameterized by two non-dimensional groups based on diffusion. The average error between reconstructed and instantaneous velocity and vorticity are shown. The greyed-out area at the bottom of the plot is for
reconstructions with less than five points across the structure. Structures with more than 1000 points across their initial core radius were

removed due to practical limitations. b The average vorticity error
over the reconstructed Lamb–Oseen vortex is plotted relative to the
maximum initial vorticity of the structure. The reconstructed vorticity
across the structure was found to be more sensitive to the sampling
rate of the measurement system and exhibited aliasing effects until a
critical sampling rate was reached
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O(L), are not necessarily isotropic or homogeneous (Pope
2000). Vortex tilting and stretching affect both the time
and length scales of these structures. Zaman and Hussain
(1981) showed that shear-layer structures in an excited jet
interacted and convected at a lower velocity than the mean
convective velocity, contravening the assumption of Taylor’s
frozen-flux hypothesis. In effect, vortex tilting and interaction would decrease a structure’s normalized transit velocity,
either through a reduction in the velocity of the structure or
through an increase in the time or length scale of the structure. Additional reconstruction error would potentially result
if the structure were to pass through the scanning plane at a
relative velocity that differs from the assumed transit velocity.
When it is assumed that structures of interest are on the
order of the body size, are in the vicinity of the body, are
moving with the body itself, and have little temporal dependence, the expected reconstruction error is small. Although
this limits the resolvable scale of the wake features, the largest energy-containing structures can be resolved with minimal error if they meet this criteria.
We will now turn the focus to the reconstruction as demonstrated for coherent structures in a steady, turbulent wake.
Although the wake structures have some temporal dependence, the persistence and strength of the structures can be
identified through ensemble averaging of sampled velocity
fields of several transits; the error due to temporal fluctuations of the mean flow will be evident in the ensemble average. Using the dimensionless analysis method outlined in
the previous section, an estimate of the peak error can be
made for the separated flow over a NACA0012 non-slender
delta wing. If the Strouhal number of the shear is estimated
to be 0.2 (Huang and Lin 1995), the characteristic velocity
estimated to be free stream (1 m/s), and the length scale
estimated at 0.1 chords, the characteristic frequency may
Fig. 3  The delta-wing wake is
captured using a stereoscopic
PIV setup in a large optical
towing tank. Two Fastcam SA4
cameras capture the wake structures of the transiting inverted
delta-wing looking through
Scheimpflug adaptors, and
acrylic prisms on a laser sheet
transverse to the flow
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be inferred to be 6.6 Hz. Subsequently, Fig. 1 may be used
to determine error corresponding to vortex shedding in the
shear layer. For the aforementioned values, a peak error of
0.15 < ErrV ∕Vmax < 0.2 is predicted. In the following section, the experimental methods used to compare the prediction with the true error are outlined.

4 Experimental setup
As shown in Fig. 3, a NACA0012 non-slender delta wing,
with a chord of 30 cm and span of 60 cm, was mounted
in an inverted position at an angle of attack of 20◦ and
30◦ , and towed through a large optical towing tank at 1
m/s, corresponding to a chord-based Reynolds number of
Re = 300,000 . The 15 m × 1 m × 1 m towing tank has a
sealed roof and optical access on three sides allowing multicamera measurements.
A 2 mm-thick laser sheet was projected across the tank
from the bottom upwards using diverging lenses. The model
was accelerated from rest over eight chords and then towed
at a constant velocity through the measurement plane. The
laser and cameras were set up 30 chords from the end of
the tank to allow the model to accelerate and for the flow
to fully develop before measurement. Two Fastcam SA4
cameras were mounted adjacent to the tank angled at 30◦
from the glass. As shown in Fig. 4, Scheimpflug adaptors
were attached between the camera and 50 mm Nikor lenses,
and were angled at 7.5◦ to reduce distortion in the particle
images across the field of view. 37.5◦ acrylic prisms filled
with distilled water were glued to the side of the tank to
reduce the distortion of the air–water–glass interface. The
lenses were placed perpendicular to the prism face, set to an
f-number of f / 11, and positioned as close as geometrically
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Fig. 4  A schematic demonstrating the basic stereoscopic PIV reconstruction as the delta-wing model with chord c passes through the stationary measurement plane

possible to reduce radial distortion. The resulting magnification factor is approximately 0.1. A Photonic Industries,
single-cavity Nd:YLF laser was pulsed at 1500 Hz and the
cameras were synced to the rising edge of the laser pulse.
Silver-coated hollow glass micro spheres 100 μm in diameter
were used as seeding particles to maintain an average of 5
pixel particle diameter across the camera images.
Dantec dynamics stereoscopic PIV software was used to
analyze the particle images. The field of view (FoV) size is
30 cm by 30 cm, and a 32 × 32 px correlation window with
75% overlap was selected to give an in-plane resolution of 3.3
mm. The capture rate was determined by the average displacement of particles through the laser sheet from testing. An outof-plane resolution of 0.5 mm was defined by the model velocity and controlled by the refresh rate of the laser and cameras.
An ensemble-averaged reconstructed field was produced from
ten individual transits after they were recorded and individually processed. Beyond the sPIV measurements, planar PIV
was also acquired as a baseline at the corresponding span-wise
sections (z∕c = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5) for the same two angles of attack:
20◦ and 30◦. Planar PIV measurements are ensemble averaged
over 20 runs. Due to practical time constraints, and substantial data storage requirements, the sPIV ensemble-average is
limited to 10 runs. To ensure that this small sample size is sufficient to draw the conclusions described in the results below,
convergence in the velocity field was plotted by an exponential
curve-fit. The convergence of the ensemble-average is shown
for 2, 5 and 10 runs in Fig. 5. For each run, the ensemble-averaged velocity field at run N − 1 is subtracted from the ensemble averaged value at run N. The RMS value of the subtraction
is calculated and plotted in Fig. 5; for 10 runs, the effect of
adding an additional run to the ensemble-average only changes
the RMS value of the velocity-field by approximately 1.5%.

0.01
0

0

5

Number of Runs

10

15

Fig. 5  Convergence in the velocity-field shows the impact of adding
an additional run to the ensemble average. The red line represents a
two-term exponential fit of the form f (x) = AeBx + CeDx

5 Results from experiment
In the particular case of non-slender delta wings, the primary phenomenon of interest is in the shear-layer roll-up,
and associated formation of streamwise vortices. When
considering only the ensemble-averaged flow-field, it is reasonable to infer that self-induction of the vortical structures
formed by the delta wing are the dominant time-dependent
flow feature. The induced rotation applied to a velocity field
by a vortex at a point of interest can be described by the
Biot–Savart Law, in the form outlined by Saffman (1992),

𝐮r (𝐫, t) =

𝝎(𝐫 � , t) × 𝝃 dV(𝐫 � )
1
.
4𝜋 ∭V
∣ 𝝃 ∣3

(14)

If the timescale associated with the self-induced velocity of the trailing vortex system is on the order of the scan
time, then the measured field will be heavily distorted (see
Fig. 6b). Therefore, care must be taken to ensure that the
mean (ensemble-averaged) flow is not highly time-dependent; changes in mean flow-structure with time must occur
much slower that of the scan time. Any periodic shedding
must not be on the order of the scan time, otherwise the
shedding structures will be non-physically stretched, equivalent to spatial aliasing by a rolling shutter.
In the present study, scanning sPIV reconstructions are
compared to two-dimensional planar PIV data at three planar locations. Figures 7 and 8 show the comparison at an
angle of attack of 20◦ and 30◦ , respectively. Overall, the
method is able to capture the global topology of the separation field, qualitatively identifying the size of the separation
region over the three spanwise sections. However, error in
the reconstruction of the shear-layer position and strength
is evident from the results. Figures 7 and 8 compare the
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Fig. 6  a Scanning resolution is
a function of model velocity.
b Rolling shutter effect: flow
structures that convect relative
to the body may be distorted if
their associated time scale is on
the order of (or faster than) the
scan duration
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Fig. 7  Top row: two-dimensional planar PIV, middle row: scanning
stereo PIV reconstruction, bottom row: delta (stereo-planar). Angle
of attack is 20◦, planar sections are located at z∕c = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 from

left to right. Attached flow is accurately captured by the reconstruction. Detached shear layers are ‘washed-out’ by the reconstruction,
and near wall separation regions are not fully captured

reconstructed and planar data, and include the difference in
normalized velocity,

assumed convective speed. Large-scale unsteadiness primarily contributes to the reconstruction error at the most
outboard position of Fig. 7.
Delta-wing shear layers and the associated vortex breakdown were found to undulate considerably at higher angles
of attack (analogous to the standing wave model), which
further supports the argument of unsteadiness resulting
from self-induction described by Eq. (14) (Ol and Gharib
2003). Referring back to Fig. 1 in Sect. 3, the most applicable dimensionless group is 𝛱2 . As the unsteady structures
undulate in the shear-layer region, the standing wave analytical model predicts that structures with a characteristic
𝛱2 ≲ 10 contribute most to the error (as described by the
delta plots in Figs. 7 and 8). Inherent unsteadiness is present in the shear layer, due to Kelvin Helmholtz instabilities, and these interactions between structures in the shear
layer and the recirculation region prove to be challenging for

Ustereo − Uplanar
𝛥U
=
.
U∞
U∞

(15)

For the 20◦ case, the three planar PIV samples at z∕c =
0.1, 0.3, 0.5 showed progressively more separation moving
outboard toward the tip. The inboard location at z∕c = 0.1
appears to be completely attached with no corresponding
shear layer. The sPIV reconstructed velocity field measures
the streamwise velocity well at z∕c = 0.1. Moving outboard
to the comparison of the planar and reconstructed plane
z∕c = 0.3, the reconstruction technique captures the flow
separation up to around 40% of the chord in the streamwise
direction. However, the stalled flow on the rest of downstream portion is not captured due to the violations of the
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Fig. 8  Top row: two-dimensional planar PIV, middle row: scanning
stereo PIV reconstruction, bottom row: delta (stereo-planar). Angle
of attack is 30◦, planar sections are located at z∕c = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 from
left to right. All three planar locations can be characterized by sepa-

rated shear layers. The stereo reconstruction results in excessive shear
layer spreading rates, and strong velocity gradients are ‘washed-out’.
The greatest error magnitudes are observed near the wall and in the
shear layers

the reconstruction technique. This above unsteadiness, and
associated interactions, decrease the effective normalized
transit velocity of the structures by decreasing their velocity,
increasing their length-scales, or increasing the rate at which
they evolve over time. Contrasting the error estimate made
in Sect. 3.4 with the results in Figs. 7 and 8, the predictions
provide a reasonable estimate of error before performing
the experiment. While peak error in the shear layer is higher
than predicted in some locations, the inherent simplicity provides a novel way to estimate error before undertaking a
Scanning Stereo PIV reconstruction, as performed in this
work (Fig. 9).
The final three-dimensional reconstructions reveal the
stark differences in flow structure between 20◦ and 30◦ angle
of attack. Especially at the larger angle of attack, there are
flow structures that would be impossible to discern from the
planar data. Consequently, even with the mild shortcomings
of the sPIV technique, there is substantial novelty that arises

from the ability to reveal detail on the large-scale threedimensional flow structures, using only a small number of
measurements.

6 Conclusions
Analytical models of temporally developing structures were
reconstructed to give a framework for analyzing reconstruction error of coherent structures in a turbulent wake. Four
non-dimensional parameters are found that can quantify
structure-dependent reconstruction error based on the relevant spatial and temporal scales. Although we know that
single transit reconstructions can never represent a true snapshot of the flow-field with perfect accuracy, if the velocity
fluctuations are small, and the flow-field is ergodic, then
ensembled samples can be averaged to recreate a time-averaged field with a sufficiently large sample size.

Fig. 9  Left: sPIV reconstruction for an angle of attack of 20◦
shows trajectories for leading
edge vortices. Right: sPIV
reconstruction for an angle
of attack of 30◦ reveals weak
vortex structures not visible in
the planar results. Streamwise
vorticity is shown with linearly
increasing opacity from zero
to ±9
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The unsteadiness of the convecting flow-field dictates the
applicability of the reconstruction technique. If the field is
strictly stationary, then a single time series of the transiting
model through the measurement plane represents, at each
slice, a random sample of the mean velocity field. Each
run can be ensemble averaged to get a time-average of the
flow-field. Single-run reconstructions do not represent a true
reconstruction of the flow-field due to either the stochastic fluctuations or the non-stationary structures. Any intermittent structures will depart from the expected stochastic
fluctuations and thus must be averaged out over multiple
samples.
Finally, the analytical models proposed here can provide an estimate of error in the reconstruction of real flows
if some information about the length and time scales are
known a priori. The analytical models show that discrete
sampling of convecting structures can be reconstructed if
the time scales, in a global or diffusive sense, are sufficiently
slow.
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